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When Sonic and the others get transported to Earth by Chaos Control they were baffeled. But that all
changed when they finally found who they've been looking for, for many years...
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1 - The Adventure!

                
                         Sonic and LKK's First Adventure
Yay! My first fan fic! I have my own character, LKK. LKK is 111 but looks like an 11 year old human girl.
Her super hero name is LKK, but everybody calls her Kristen. This is when Kristen and her brother Chris
(from Sonic X) first met Sonic and the others.

The Thorndyke House 12:00 midnight....

Chris just herd a big splash outside.

Chris: Kristen wake up!

Kristen: Ok I'm up so what do you want from my life!

Chris: I just herd a big splash outside! Go see what it is!

Kristen: Why me?

Chris: Because you're the one with the super powers!

Kristen: Fine let's go.

Outside...

Kristen: Ok Chris stand back.

Chris: Ok now do your stuff sis.

Kristen made a huge whirlpool which made Sonic pop out of the whirlpool.

Sonic: Ahhhhhhhhhhhh!!!!!

Chris: Kristen! You gotta go ghost and catch him!

Kristen: You got it! I'm Going Ghost!

Kristen went ghost and caught Sonic before he could see who she was. Then Kristen put Sonic on the
ground and flew away.

Sonic: Wow thanks. Hey wait you didn't save me. (Looking at Chris)

Chris: No that was my sister Kristen. She went out.



Sonic: Oh cool so now I gotta find my friends.
Chris: So what's your name? Mine's Chris.
Sonic: My name is Sonic the Hedgehog.

The Next Morning...

Kristen: Well I guess I better head home.

Kristen turned back to human and walked through the door were she saw Sonic with Chris.

Kristen: Whoa! Sorry I'll come back later.

Sonic: What's wrong with her.

Kristen walks away and then walks back to them.

Kristen: Wait no I'm not what's going on?!

Chris: Oh hi Kristen this is Sonic the Hedgehog.

Sonic: Hi!

Kristen: Interesting, now tell me Sonic can you do this..

Kristen multiplies herself into 4 other copies..

Sonic: No I can't do that how can you! You're just a kid!

Kristen makes the copies disappear

Kristen: What! You must be kidding me! Do you know who I am?!

Sonic: NO!

Kristen: I'm LKK!!!

Sonic: Wow! You can help me find my friend's!

Kristen: Ok were are they?

Sonic: Who knows.

Kristen: Chris!

Chris: What!
Kristen: Call the military see if they have any information on these mutated freaks.



Sonic: Hey!

Kristen: Sorry so let's get ready. I think I have a head piece and a walkie-talkie in my room.

Meanwhile Chris called the military and figured out that Sonic's friend's were in Area 99. While Kristen
and Sonic got the head piece and the walkie-talkie.

Chris: Kristen! Sonic!

Sonic and Kristen: Yeah!

Chris: Sonic's friend's have been taken to Area 99.

Kristen: Ok let's get a move on.

Chris: Wait we need a ride!

Kristen: No problem. Grandpa!!!!!

Chuck: Somebody call me?

Chris: Yeah. Grandpa we need to get a ride to Area 99.

Chuck: Why?

Kristen: Because we need to get Sonic's friend's out of there.

Chuck: Sure. But who's Sonic?

Sonic steppes toward Chuck

Sonic: Hi I'm Sonic. Can you help us?

Chuck: Sure let's go!

Chuck, Kristen, Chris, and Sonic get into the car and star driving toward Area 99.

Sonic: This is soooo slow I would be there already.

Kristen: Me too.

Chris: Oh stop moaning. Here just put this in your ear Kristen.

Kristen: Sure.
Kristen: You know what I'm just going to run there instead of wasting the rest of my life in this car.



Kristen jump's out of the car and starts running to Area 99

Sonic: Wow! Kristen wait for me.

Now Sonic jump's out of the car and starts running to Area 99

Chris: Kristen can you hear me?

Kristen: Yep. Loud and clear.
Chris: can you go ghost and fly Sonic inside?

Kristen: I sure can. I'm Going Ghost!

Sonic: Whoa!

Kristen: Sonic hang on we're going through the wall.

Sonic: How in the world are you going to do that?!

Kristen: Just watch me.

Kristen and Sonic made it into the building safely.

Sonic: Hey Kristen! Can you turn invisible?

Kristen: Sure can!

Sonic: Great!

Kristen made Sonic invisible to avoid the security cameras until they got to a door.

Kristen: Sonic stay here. I'm gonna see if your friend's are in there.

Sonic: Ok..

Kristen went through the door a turned invisible and saw an orange rabbit and a tear shaped creature.
Then Kristen turned back to tell Sonic what she saw.

Kristen: Are you friend's an orange rabbit and a tear shaped creature?

Sonic: Yeah! That's Cream and her Chao Cheese.

Kristen: Ok...... So lets go get them!

Suddenly the lights went off.



Sonic: What happened?

Kristen: We'll figure it out later.

Kristen phased her and Sonic through the door and Kristen waited for Sonic as he broke Cream and
Cheese out.

Cream: Sonic! You came for us!
Cheese: Chao! Chao!

Worker: Hey they're breaking out!

Kristen: Lets go!!

Sonic: What about the door?

Kristen: Doesn't matter1 Break it down!

Kristen broke down the door and everybody started to run.

Sonic: The security cameras spotted us! What do we do?

Kristen: No Problem! I'll make a shield around us and I can destroy the cameras.

Sonic: How do you suppose you do that?

Kristen: Don't ever doubt me.

Kristen made a shield around Cream, Cheese, and Sonic then started blasting the cameras with her
ghost ray.

Kristen: Ok finished.

Sonic: Whoa! That was awesome!

As they were running they approached a big hallway with a lot of stairs.

Sonic: What are we gonna do?!

Kristen: I can fly us up!

Kristen flew Cream, Cheese, and Sonic up to the top of the stairs.

Sonic: Hey what's that sound?

Sonic puts his ear to the wall and hears a plane.



Sonic: The Tornado!

Kristen: What are you talking about?

Sonic ignored Kristen and busted the ceiling with Cream and Cheese out onto the Tornado. While
Kristen flew up to see what the Tornado was.
Kristen: Wow!

Sonic, Cream, and Cheese all saw Tails.

Cream: So it was you who helped us.

Tails: I helped but Sonic was the real hero.

Sonic: Don't forget about Kristen.

Kristen: We don't have any time for introductions we gotta get home!

Home...

Tails: Hey Sonic!

Sonic: Yeah...

Tails: She looks very familiar.*pointing at Kristen*

Sonic: Yeah, because she's*slowing down* LKK... AH MAN I CAN'T BELIEVE I DIDN'T CATCH THAT
IN THE FIRST PLACE!!!

Kristen: Catch what?

Sonic: We have been looking for you for the longest time!

Kristen: Why? I'm just a kid.

Sonic: Yes, but a very special kid. Because you have superpowers.

Kristen: So0o0o0o0o.

Sonic: YOU ARE THE MOST POWERFUL THING EVER ALIVE! THAT'S WHY WE'VE BEEN
LOOKING FOR YOU!!

Kristen: o0o0o0o0o. Why didn't you say so.

Tails: What Sonic is probably trying to say is that we didn't want you to fall into the depths of evil.

Kristen: Interesting but I still don't get it.



Sonic: MY DID THE MOST POWERFUL THING ALIVE HAVE TO BE SO0O0O0 CLUELESS!

Tails: Sonic calm down. She's just a kid.

Sonic: *takes a deep breath* I'm calm.

Kristen: Ok, now we can do introductions right?

Sonic: Right.

Tails: I'm Tails and I'm Sonic's very best buddy. Right Sonic?

Sonic: Correct.

Cream: I'm Cream and this is my very special Chao friend Cheese.

Cheese: Chao! Chao!

Kristen: I'm Kristen and this is my brother Chris.

Chris: Hi.

Kristen: Sonic fell into our swimming pool last night so I saved him.

Sonic: Hey Kristen.

Kristen: Yeah.
Sonic: I was just thinking. You were great today and I was wondering if you would like to be part of the
gang. What do you say?

Kristen: I would love to! But is ok with the others?

Sonic: What do you say guys?

Everyone: Yeah!

Sonic: Ok then everybody agrees! Kristen welcome The Sonic Gang!!

Kristen: Thanks everyone! I know that we'll all have a great time!

Tails: Wait a min. Sonic.

Sonic: Yeah.

Tails: If you, me, Cream, and Cheese are here than the others could be here too.



Sonic: You might be right about that Tails and if you're right then.....

Sonic, Cream, and Tails: Eggman's here too!!!

In Eggman's Base...

Eggman: So we got transported into this world by Chaos Control. And Sonic finally found LKK. Very well
then I will continue my plans to build the Eggman Empire and take over this world in stead!
Hahahahahahahaha!

Look for my next story: Eggman's Big Attack
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